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The State of the
Beauty & Personal Care  

CPG Industry

Booming beauty categories1

Quarantine definitely helped one beauty platform: TikTok.  
In Q1 of 2020 as folks settled into social isolation,  

the app saw 315M installs — that’s the highest 
number of downloads for any social media app 
in a quarter, ever.2 

Which brands in these booming categories  
are the breakout stars of the past 12 months?

That makes sense.  
Afterall, why wear makeup if you’re not going into the 
office or out on the town? Fragrance in particular suffered 
— because if you’re not going within 6 feet of others, 
there’s no point in worrying about how you smell.

2020 wasn’t the best year for cosmetics thanks to COVID  
and the social isolation that continues as vaccines gradually 
roll out worldwide. As of March, the cosmetics category is still 

down 22% in sales.1

It wasn’t all doom and gloom for the  
beauty industry during COVID, though. 
Nail products enjoyed a boom in sales as people 
avoiding the salon due to social distancing tried  
their best at-home manicures.

...and busting beauty categories1

Byzzer Brand Ranking Report: NielsenIQ Total FMCG; 52 wks ending 3/13/2021

The impact of 2020’s biggest breakout:  

Viral brands on TikTok

Artificial nails Nail treatments  
& appliances

Nail polish 

+42%

% Increase in sales

% Decrease in sales

 +14% +13% 

-37%  -33% -29% 

Lip cosmetics Fragrance  Makeup removers 

By the end of 2020, the brand hashtag had over 22.5M 
views and retail sales had grown by 250% versus the 
previous year.3

Many a beauty brand has benefited from this boom: 
UrbanRX is one great example. Their social media 
strategy had focused on millennial consumers on 
Instagram until one morning they woke up to find sales 
surging at levels five times that of a normal day. Several 
panicked internal meetings later, they discovered the 
#UrbanRX hashtag was trending on TikTok with 5M 
views after an influencer had posted a positive review. 

Increase in sales over the past year

+4,800% +752% +606%

+247% +88% +45%

+27% +27% +22%
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